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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Iw”,” 
E Iw”,“, 
be the set of n X n real-valued matrices. Assume that A = [aij] 
and arrange the eigenvalues of A as follows: 
Reh,(A) > Reh,_,(A) > . . . 2 Rehl(A). 
Suppose that A is nonnegative (A > 0). Then A,( A) = p(A) is the spectral 
radius of A. In many applications one needs to estimate the separation 
between p(A) and Re A,, _ i. See for example [3] and the references therein. 
For symmetric nonnegative irreducible matrices the known inequalities are 
matrix variations of Cheeger’s inequality [l]. For general nonnegative irre- 
ducible matrices a matrix version of Cheeger’s inequality is given in [4]: 
Re A,_,( A) 6 p(A) - i( P(A) - 1Tiy, ‘i~)E~n/21(A)~ 
\. 
E,n,2,( A) = inf 
c. . ,=u j~(~)\uaijui~j + ajivjui 
UC(tl>, lulGLn/el Ci E u 2[ P( A) - ai,]su, ’ 
where u,v E [w”~” are the right and left positive eigenvectors corresponding 
to p(A). 
The aim of this paper is to give a different type of estimate of the real 
eigenvalues of A different from p(A). This estimate is given in terms of 
spectral radii of principal submatrices of A. Namely, for U C (n) let A(U) 
be the principal submatrix of A whose rows and columns are in U. Set 
We then show that any real eigenvalue A, A # p(A) satisfies A Q P,,,,~,( A). 
In the case that A is a symmetric nonnegative matrix, or more generally A is 
diagonally similar to a nonnegative symmetric matrix (in particular, time 
reversible Markov chains), we have the inequality A,_ ,(A) Q P,,,~,(A). For 
any nonnegative irreducible matrix we show 
P,~,~,( A) Q P( A) - f ( P(A) - lyzy, aii)EIn/21( A)2* (1-l) . . 
It then follows that our inequality A,_ i(A) < P,,,~,(A) for the incidence 
matrix A of a connected regular graph improves a well-known bound for the 
second eigenvalue using Cheeger’s inequality (e.g. [3]). 
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For Z-matrices we can get a similar bound for the second smallest real 
eigenvalue. If we define 
Tnw = min 
UC(n), IUI=m 
A,( A(U))) 
then we show that any real eigenvalue A # h,(A) of a Z-matrix satisfies 
A > r,+,(A). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we establish our bounds 
on the second real eigenvalue of nonnegative and Z-matrices. In Section 3 we 
give upper bounds for p,(A), s = 1,. . . , n. We conclude with an example 
that shows that our bound is best asymptotically. 
2. EIGENVALUE BOUNDS 
For n E N set (n) = {l,..., n), and let U = (ui ,..., urn] C (n) be a 
nontrivial subset of (n) with 1 < ui < ua < *** < u, < n. Thus ]U] = m. 
Assume that A = [aij] E R”,“. Denote by A(U) the principal submatrix 
[a u,u,]~, p= 1 of A whose rows and columns are indexed by the entries of U. 
Set 
Assume that A > 0. Then &,(A) = p,(A) is the maximum of the spectral 
radii of all m X m principal submatrices of A. In particular, p,(A) = p(A). 
Since A is a nonnegative matrix, we have 
If A is a positive matrix (A > O>, the inequalities are strict. Also, it is well 
known that if A > 0 is irreducible, then p,_ i( A) < p,,(A). However, the 
other inequalities are not necessarily strict. 
A real matrix A E [w”, n is called a Z-matrix if A = tZ - B where t E R 
and B > 0, i.e., all off-diagonal elements of A are nonpositive. If t > p(B), 
then A is called an M-matrix. Fiedler and Markham [5] used the values of 
p,(A) where A is nonnegative to establish a classification of Z-matrices; see 
also [8]. 
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For a Z-matrix A we 
Tld4 = min 
UC(n), IUI=m 
A,( A(U)). 
Then we have parallel inequalities: 
T,(A) Q T,-~(A) Q . . . Q TV. 
If A is irreducible then r,( A) < T,_ I( A). Furthermore, if all off-diagonal 
entries of A are negative, all inequalities are strict. We will call such a 
Z-matric an essentially negative matrix. 
Before we state our theorem, we need some lemmata, which can be 
obtained from well-known lemmata for nonnegative matrices (see e.g. [6]). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let A E Iw”~” be a Z-matrix. Let x E R”, x 2 0, and 
x z 0. Zf Ax Q (YX for some cz E R, then h,(A) < CY. Zf A is irreducible and 
in addition Ax # ox, then A,( A) < o. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let A E Iw”,” be an irreducible Z-matrix. Let u = [u i J E 
!R” such that Au = Au for some h E R! with h # p(A). Then there exist two 
indices i, j, 1 Q i <j Q n, such that uiuj < 0. 
We now state and prove our main result of this section for Z-matrices. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E IX”, “, n > 2, be a Z-matrix. Then any real 
eigenvalue h of A diferent from A,( A) satisfies the inequality 
(2.2) 
Zf A is essentially negative, the inequality (2.2) is strict. 
Proof. First we assume that A is irreducible. Let A be a real eigenvalue 
different from p(A), and let u E 03” be the corresponding eigenvector, i.e., 
Au = Au. Without loss of generality we can assume that u is given in the 
form 
u= V 1 1 -W 
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where u E 88” and w E IF!“-” satisfy o > 0 and w > 0. Lemma 2.2 yields 
that m > 0. Partition A like u to obtain 
or 
Al,v - A,,w = Au, 
A,w - A,,u = Aw. 
Hence 
A,,v Q hv, 
Lemma 2.1 implies A > &(A,,) and A > A,(Azz). Moreover, strict in- 
equalities hold if A is essentially negative. Since either m or n - m is less or 
equal to [n/2], we obtain A > r,n,zl( A), or A > rLn,sl( A) if A is essentially 
negative. 
If A is reducible, (2.2) follows immediately from the irreducible case on 
considering the reducible normal form. ??
Theorem 2.3 improves a result given in Lemma 1.1 of [3] which is stated 
for diagonally symmetrizable irreducible matrices, i.e. matrices A for which a 
positive diagonal matrix D exists such that DA is symmetric. 
Restating Theorem 2.3 for -A, we get 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E R”*“, n > 2, be essentially nonnegative, i.e., 
-A is a Z-matrix. Then any real eigenvalue A of A different from A,(A) 
satisfies the inequality 
Assume that A > 0. Then 
A G P,n,z,( A). 
(2.3) 
(2.4 
lf A is positive, the inequality (2.4) is strict. 
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The inequality (2.4) improves some known results. It was proved by 
Koteljanskii that any real eigenvalue A, different from p(A), of a positive 
matrix satisfies A < p,_JA) [7]. Th e weak inequality A < p, _ 2( A) is proved 
by R.L. Smith for nonnegative matrices [9]. 
In general one cannot get results better than (2.4). One can easily find 
reducible matrices A for which the second largest real eigenvalue is equal to 
~,~,s,( A). In the next section we given an example that shows that the 
inequality (2.4) is best possible asymptotically for irreducible matrices. 
The proof of the Theorems 2.4 and 2.3 uses essentially the minima of 1 a 1 
and 1 /?I, where (Y = (i E (n) Iui > 0) and p = {i E (n) ( ui < O), and u = 
[UJ E [w”,” satisfies Au = Au with A # A,(A) or A Z p(A) respectively. 
Thus we have 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A E I$“.“, A 2 0, A E R, and u E R” such that 
Au = Auwith A # p(A). Set (Y = {i E (n) Iui > 0}, p = {i E (n) [ui < 0}, 
and let t = min{( (Y 1, ) p I}. Then 
A G P,(A). (2.5) 
Zf A is positive, the inequality (2.5) is strict. 
A similar result can be stated for Z-matrices. 
Next we will show that one cannot expect inequalities like (2.4) for 
arbitrary matrices, even if they are symmetric. 
Assume that A is a nonnegative symmetric matrix. Then Theorem 2.4 
implies that r#~,“,~, (A) > A,_ i( A). The following example shows that the 
above inequality fails for general symmetric matrices, at least for n = 3. Let 
0 1 r 
A= [ 10 r 1 1.  0 
Clearly, A,(A(U)) = 0 for any U c (3), IU( = 1. Apply the Cauchy interla- 
cing inequalities to the eigenvalues of A and A(U), U = {1,2), to deduce 
that A3( A) > 1, A,( A) < - 1. Moreover det A = 2r. Thus if r < 0 we have 
that A,( A) > 0 = c&( A). W e suspect that our theorem fails for any n > 3 
for general symmetric matrices. Note that the Cauchy interlacing inequalities 
for the nested sequence of submatrices of a given real symmetric matrix are 
in effect the only conditions on the eigenvalues of these submatrices 121. 
The quantity ~t,,/~] (A) appearing in (2.4) is hard to compute. Indeed, 
consider the following upper bound, which is based on Gershgorin disks. 
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Define for A E [w”,” and t E {l,...,n] 
Then the Gershgorin disk theorem gives 
Pt( A) Q q(A). 
Thus, given a nonnegative matrix A, the maximal sum of [n/2] entries is a 
IWO or column gives an upper bound for P,~,~,( A) and hence for the second 
real eigenvalue. This strategy is useful only when the matrix is not sparse. 
From Theorem 2.4 we obtain eigenvalue bounds for M-matrices. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A E Iw”,” be an M-matrix of the form A = sl - B 
with B > 0 and s > p(B). Th en every real eigenvalue p of A which is not 
equal to the smallest one satisfies 
P 2 s - PpL,z,( B)* 
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. W 
More applications of our estimate of the second real eigenvalue of a 
nonnegative matrix are given in the next section and in [B]. 
3. UPPER ESTIMATES OF p,(A) 
Let A E R”,” be an irreducible nonnegative matrix. Denote by u and v 
the left and right eigenvectors of A corresponding to p(A), i.e., 
Au = p( A)u, ATv = p( A)v, 0 < u, v E R”. 
Set 
E(A,U) = min 
LEVjE(n)\v aijviuj + ajivjui 
IZI~VCU Ci=v 2[ p( A) - aii]ViUi ’ 
0 # U C (n>, 
%(A) = min 
CiEV,jE(n)\V aijuiuj + ajivjui 
012VC(?l),IVIGS xiev 2[ P(A) -aii]viui 
= min 
cJc(n), IUI=s 
??( A, IJ). 
The main result of this section is inspired by the main result of [4]. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A = [aijl be a nonnegative irreducible matrix with 
the positive lef and right eigenvectors u and v. Then 
p,(A) G ~(4 - ;( P(A) - max a,, ??,( A)’ 
2 1 
firs = 1,. . . , n - 1. 
Proof. Assume first that A = AT, u = v. Consider the singular M-matrix 
H = p( A)Z - A. It was shown in [3] that 
where B’ and W are constructed as follows. Let G be the loopless connected 
graph induced by the matrix A. Direct the edges in G in an arbitrary manner 
to obtain a set of edges E E (n) X (n). Let 1 El = m be the number of 
edges in G. Then B’ is the following m X n (modified edge-vertex incidence) 
matrix. If there is an edge e = (i, j) directed from i to j, then the eth row of 
6 has exactly two nonzero entries: l/ui at the ith column and - l/uj at the 
jth column. W is a diagonal matrix diag{w,, . . . , w,}, where the weight w, of 
the edge e = (i,j) is aijuiuj. It then follows that the total weight (degree) of 
the vertex i, ai, which is denoted by IE({i))l in 131, is equal to 
si= c aijuiuj = [ p(A) - ai,]uf. 
l(j4n, j+i 
Let Q = diag(u,, .:. , uJ. Then the standard edge-vertex incidence ma- 
trix B given in [3] is BQ. We now apply Theorem 2.6 in [3] to the matrix 
C = D-‘BTWB = Q-‘HQ, D = Q2. 
Let U C (n). Note that C(U) and H(U) are diagonally similar. The 
inequality (2.7) of [31 yields 
A,( H(U)) = A,(C(U)) > f( p( A) - ?S~ aii)E( A, u)“. 
Let us* c (1,. . .) n} such that p,(A) = p( A@*)). Use the above inequality 
and the definition of e,(A) to deduce the theorem in the symmetric case. 
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Assume that A is not symmetric. Let A = DAD-’ be such that L?u = 
D-‘u = w. Note that the spectrum of A and A are the same. Moreover 
e(A, U) = ??(A, Uifor acy U C (n). 
_Next consider A = ( A + AT )/2. We have p( A”> = p( A) and E( A, U) = 
E( A, U) for all U ,C (n). The-maximal characterization of p( A(U)) implies 
the inequality p(A(U)) > p( A(U)); In particular, p,(A) 2 p,(A). Apply the 
theorem to the symmetric matrix A to deduce the theorem for a nonsymmet- 
ric irreducible A. ??
Let G be a connected k-regular graph. Denote by A its adjacency matrix. 
Observe that A is symmetric, p(A) = k, and Au = ku, u = (1,. . . , l)T. As 
A is symmetric, we can apply Theorem 2.4 to estimate A, _ i( A) from above. 
We can estimate P,,,~,( A) using Theorem 3.1. It then follows that 
A,- I( A) G P,n,z,( A) G k - +k E ,“,!z] ( AY* (3.6) 
The above inequality shows that the upper bound given by Theorem 2.4 is 
better then the standard Cheeger’s upper estimate for A, _ i(A) as given by 
the right-hand side of (3.6). Consult with [3] for the references on the 
Cheeger’s inequality. 
In the following example we compare our bound (2.4) with Cheeger’s 
bound - the right-hand side of (3.6). 
EXAMPLE 3.2. For 12 > 2 let 
A,, = 
0 1 0 
1 0 1 
0 *. . . 
. . . . 
0 . . . . . . 
1 0 v-0 
. . . . . . 0 1 
0 . . . . . . 0 
. . . . 
0 
0 1 0’ 1 
. . . 0 1 0 
E R”,“. 
A, is the adjacency matrix of a connected 2-regular graph which is a cycle. 
Note that A,, = P + PT, where P is a cyclic permutation. It then follows that 
the eigenvalues of this matrix are 
hi = 2cos - 
n ’ 
j = O,...,n - 1. 
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Hence we have p( A,,) = 2. Let V c (n), IV1 Q [n/2]. Then A,(V) is the 
adjacency matrix of a union of a finite number of chains. It then follows that 
~tn,s,(A,,) = p(A,(U*)) f or any U * consisting of 1 n/2] consecutive integers. 
Then A,(U*) is a tridiagonal matrix with O’s on the diagonal and l’s on the 
upper and lower subdiagonals. It is known that 
P,n,z,( An) = 2cos ,n,2; + 1. 
For large n we get 
A n-1 =2--- n2 
and 
P,n,z,( An) = 2 - (,n,2;2+ 1>2 
z2- 
-g 
Thus our upper bound is best possible asymptotically for irreducible matrices. 
It is easy to show that 
1 
q7q2,(4) = E(An,u*) = - 
in/21 ’ 
(3.7) 
Hence, the bound (3.6) gives 
2rr 4 
A,_, = 2cos - Q 2 - 2’ 
n 
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